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Abstract:
The primary concern of this paper is to discuss how Cantonese families connected
with South China, Hong Kong and Japan in doing business after their migration to
Canada on one hand, and associated themselves with the British interests in forming
their networks in the period of 1870s-1910s on the other, from quoting what the families
recorded by themselves in the family correspondences and business documents. These
materials are mainly represented by the Yip’s and Chung’s collection, which are housed
in the Vancouver City Archives and the University of British Columbia’s Library
respectively.
This paper tries to discuss the hidden aspect of cross border networks of Cantonese
in asking the following few questions. How the Cantonese had successfully extended
and maintained their networks from North America to South China, Hong Kong, Japan,
and elsewhere? To what extent the family networks were interwoven with the business
networks? How these networks functioned effectively? And how the families were
able to mange these networks?
The formation of business and family networks in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries was due to the following two groups of the keywords: trade,
remittance, settlement of accounts; marriage, education and flow of information.
However, trade and emigration are the two major factors for generating networks.
Nevertheless, these trade and emigration networks are usually complemented each
other.
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Setting: why networks are important?
We are used to say the nexuses of Chinese network constituted the following
three major elements: kinship ties, regional ties and occupational ties. These also
formed as a paradigm of understanding the traditional Chinese society. 1 Gordon
Redding pursued his argument that Chinese are “strong in linkages but weak in
organization” from his study of Chinese family business. 2 I don’t think this paradigm
can be challenged until empirical study has been done. More interesting, David Faure
examined and specified the role of Chinese lineages in business from their various
commercial activities because of the absence of company laws. 3 So, we come to a
preliminary conclusion that Chinese maintained networks for two major reasons: family
and business. Other than absence of company laws, Furuta Kazuko pointed out that
Chinese merchants used to do business without a contract, and she concluded in her
article that there are two types of market information as she named as “type A”:
information obtained by networks with merchant groups or intermediary parties
(middlemen); “type B”: information on spot such as quantity, quality, and variety of
merchandise, medium of trade and exchange rate of currency, etc. As mentioned by
her, the “type A” information is additionally difficult for non-Chinese parties to obtain. 4
Networking is important in the sense that it is the source of information and protection
of risk.
Hamashita Takeshi and Kawakatsu Heita argued the reason of Japan to choose
industrialization instead of commercialization in the late nineteenth century was due to
fact that the most of the intermediaries for conducting trade in Asian had been occupied
by Chinese merchants. 5 This argument is echoed by Sugihara Kaoru by giving more
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details of the reaction of Japan in resisting the Chinese influences and how the
European colonial powers helped to facilitate the Asian trade which was manipulated by
Chinese merchants. 6
Overseas Chinese networks in terms of trade and emigration started early in the
tenth century. Including Japan, Southeast Asia is usually the main partner of Chinese
maritime trade in Asia. It is not until the nineteenth century, the intrusion of British
capital into Asia has made a great impact of Chinese emigration, particularly the
Cantonese from South China to Southeast Asia. Commercial linkages or business
networks are mingled with these outflows of emigrants. There are three interesting
questions in studies of overseas Chinese history. First, why emigrants have to leave
their country? Second, how they settled down in the host countries? Third, how and
why they established networks and then maintained relationships with the home
countries? This paper will show how family be considered as a major factor for
generating networks, in terms of marriage and patriarchy.
Studies of Chinese emigration have rarely touched upon emigrant family, my
question is how family constitutes as a major factor to form and maintain networks.
Cantonese emigration in the nineteenth century
Historically, South China was the recipient of successive waves of migration
from the north. By the end of eighteenth century, the rate of delta land reclamation
could not match the rate of increase in population in South China. Growth of
population had caused massive emigration both domestically and overseas. The rapid
growth of population unaccompanied by improvements in agricultural technology,
meant that it was increasingly difficult for peasants in this area to depend on the soil
alone for a decent livelihood. To support themselves they had to turn to migration to
urban centres and overseas emigration. 7 The overwhelming majority of the Cantonese
emigration came from the Pearl River Delta region, particularly from the following
counties as Xinning, Xinhui, Kaiping and Enping that are named collectively as Siyi
while Panyu, Nanhai and Shunde were Sanyi. However, many emigrants also left
from Xiangshan, Chixi and Baoan.
Following the path of traditional junk trade, overseas emigration was common
in Southern Fujian and eastern Guangdong in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but it
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did not spread to the rest of Guangdong until the nineteenth century. It was not until
1819 when Singapore was declared a free port of trade, attracted thousands of Chinese
from adjacent area and China mainland to Southeast Asia. In the 1860s when the
Europeans were initiating mining and plantation projects in Southeast Asia, and when
the American continent was building transcontinental railways, China became a major
source for labour recruitment and Hong Kong finally became a major port for Chinese
emigrants leaving for Southeast Asian countries. The high points of Southeast Asian
emigration came between 1876-1889, Hong Kong was the most common port from
which Chinese emigrants embarked at when compared with Amoy and Swatow.
During 1879-1900, a total of 1,369,781 Chinese left Hong Kong for Southeast Asia.8
Hong Kong became the major centre of coolie trade. With immense interest
derived from the coolie trade and Hong Kong’s advantage in its harbour and shipping
facilities, this illegal business prospered quickly. Features of Cantonese emigration are
as follows. First, similar to other ethnic groups, Cantonese from the same geographic
regions tended to immigrate to the same places because of district and kinship ties.
Second, Cantonese emigrants kept in close contact with their home villages.
Cantonese business networking
During the nineteenth century, the majority of Chinese in Hong Kong did not settle
permanently but returned home or moved to other places in China. They retained ties
with their home villages on the mainland. Wealthy Hong Kong Chinese usually held
property in Hong Kong, but in their wills there are also frequent references to fields and
houses in the home villages and houses in Canton, Foshan and Macau. The property
they held consisted mostly of houses and land, and little of it was in shares.
Geographical proximity has been a decisive factor in making Canton-Hong KongMacau (sheng-gang-ao) an interlocking region. Merchants were pioneered to
immigrate to Macau and Hong Kong, however, they maintained their primary homes in
Canton and did business in Hong Kong and Macau. The more successful merchants
also established their own associate firms in Hong Kong, Australia, Canada, San
Francisco, and Yokohama, indicating they had associates who were knowledgeable in
Chinese business practice. The close business connections among Hong Kong, Canton,
Macau and Shanghai formed an important business area. Inseparable economic ties
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existed between Hong Kong and Canton, with Hong Kong serving as the
entrepot--importing goods that Canton had collected from inland. It is noteworthy that
some of the importing and exporting firms in Hong Kong were not only engaged in
business with China but also with America and Southeast Asia.
As the overwhelming majority of Chinese emigrants to America and Australia were
Cantonese, Chinese participation in the trade between Hong Kong, Australia and
America was nearly monopolized by the Cantonese merchants. Examples include:
first, Lee Chak, who had one importing and exporting firm in Hong Kong, two in
England, three in San Francisco, two in New York and one in Honolulu, spanning
business from Hong Kong to America and Europe; 9 second, Chan Kin Tong, who
owned a firm named Guang Yangxing in Hong Kong and had associate firms in Manila
and Havana named Yangxing and Rongan respectively. 10 Moreover, records of
Cantonese merchants who went from Hong Kong to Southeast Asia to open up business
are not rare. Chan Mui, for example, specialized in drapery in Hong Kong and had
seven associate firms abroad. One was located in Chen Village, Canton, and two in
Vietnam, three in Haipong and one in Siam. 11 Another Cantonese coming from
Dongguan, named Li Mui Shek, opened a factory for producing matches in Hanoi and
Tongking. 12 Hong Kong emerged as a centre in the network of overseas Chinese
commerce. Chinese communities abroad clung to the Chinese way of life, making
Hong Kong the centre of an international trade catering to their needs. 13
Liangtoujia: Family with more than one homes
Cantonese emigrants in Southeast Asia are predominantly male, mostly they left
their hometown when they are young and unmarried. Some of them will marry local
people in abroad while the others will go back China and marry with women of the
same native origin. Situation may be complicated when they do the both. Generally,
it is very common that emigrants have more than one wives. Nevertheless, having
concubines in South China are not rare to wealthy merchants. When we look at the
specified situation of Chinese emigrant in Southeast Asia, as it is pointed by scholar that
they were primarily transient sojourners before 1900, 14 it is so convenient for them to
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maintain more than one homes, or even more than one marriages at the same time.
Similar to Southeast Asia, the majority of those Chinese living in Hong Kong did
not settle permanently but rather eventually returned home or moved to other places in
China during the nineteenth century. Throughout their diaspora, they retained ties with
their home villages in the mainland. I have studied a total of 1,113 Chinese wills
(probate jurisdiction) written between 1850-1910 which originally held by the Supreme
Court of Hong Kong, 615 of them are believed to be those of merchants. Merchants
are defined here as those individuals owning businesses, joining in partnerships and
holding properties. Of these 615 specified wills, 76 of the testators (12.4%) were
absent from Hong Kong at the time their will was drafted. Most of them were in
Canton or Macau, and nearly all of them had left Hong Kong for retirement or medical
reasons. Wealthy Hong Kong Chinese usually held landed property in Hong Kong, but,
in their wills, they also made frequent references to land and houses in their home
villages or houses owned in Canton, Foshan and Macau as well as other places in Asia.
However, many of them maintained their primary residences either in Canton or Hong
Kong. The reason for maintaining more than one home at the same time as pointed out
by Chen Da, is due to the fact of double or multiple marriages. It was particularly
common among the Cantonese and Hokkien emigrants in Southeast Asia.15
Why it was so popular for Cantonese in Southeast Asia to have concubines?
Loke Yew had four wives and eight children; Eu Tong Sen had three wives and twenty
five children; Chan Wing had five wives and twelve children; Chee Wor Lok had three
wives and nine children; Khaw Sim Bee had three wives and more than five children;
Leong Lok Hing had four wives and two sons; Yip Sang had four wives and twenty
three children; whereas their Hokkien counterparts like Tan Kah Kee had four wives and
eighteen children; Aw Boon Haw had four wives and nine children. 16 I think other
than the “mobile” status of the emigrants as mentioned in the above, the recognition of
polygamy by the British law is the other important factor. 17 Nevertheless, the
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implementation of British law in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malay, part of North America
and other region of the British sphere of influence, favoured the growth of this
phenomenon. 18 According to the British law, secondary wives or concubines had the
right to be the trustee of inheritance and sons of them are equal with the sons of the
principal wife to succeed wealth and estate from their father. 19 More important,
though I have no evidence to show how these wives had such a power to ask their
husbands to reside in the sphere of British law, I am sure that they did enjoy a more
superior social status when compared with those primary wives in the China homeland.
It was obvious that colonial governance in Hong Kong and the Straits Settlement
(Singapore, Malacca and Penang) had provided an environment to create a network of
the mobile family or a family with multiple homes. 20 As it is explained by Chen Da,
family of an emigrant may have two branches (or more) in the life-time of its founder,
one in South China and the other in Southeast Asia, an arrangement common enough to
be widely recognized as the dual family system (liangtoujia). The wife of the absent
head of the family manages the household affairs in the village. 21 For the reasons of
family union, business, employment, medical treatment, education, entertainment, etc, it
is easy to learn that the head of the family and family member of him have to travel
frequently from one region to another. Many of these liangtoujia people married more
than twice. 22
Table 1: number of Chinese in Southeast Asia in 1930s
region
Total population
No. of Chinese (1933)
British Malaya (of 1931)
4 385 346
1 709 392
Dutch Indies (of 1930)
60 727 233
1 233 214
Siam (of 1929)
11 506 207
558 324
French Indo-China (of 1930)
20 491 000
402 000
Philippines (of 1934)
13 055 220
150 000
Total
110 165 006
4 052 930
Source: Chen Da, Nanyang huaqiao yu Minyue shehui, p. 50.
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It has to be mentioned that according to Chen Da, liangtoujia does not simply
mean more than one location or venue of home, instead, each home should have a head
of household who is usually the wife of the absent head of the family. As been
remarked by Chen Da, these liangtoujia people did not necessary have family problems
since first, their wives were not lived together, usually one of them lived in the
homeland while the other lived in overseas; second, even they lived together, there were
many cases reported that the wives were able to cultivate relationship to each other.
Problems occurred only when the liangtoujia people remitted no money to the
homeland. 23
The Sam Kee Company was established in 1888, was one of the wealthiest
Chinese business firms in Vancouver, Canada. Its business operations were extensive,
ranging from charcoal manufacturing to contracting Chinese labour. It also imported
and exported fish and rice to and from China. Business partners of the Sam Kee
Company scattered over Canada, US, China, Hong Kong and Japan. 24 The founder
Chang Toy, a Panyu native, had two sons called Chang Yat Jun and Chang Yat Leong.
These two sons respected their father very much for they asked Chang Toy’s consent for
every single business decision. The correspondences between the sons and the father
revealed that Chang Toy had fully controlled the company, showing the patriarchal
nature of the business.
Another example I have found is from the letters sent between Yip Sang and
his sons during the early of twentieth century. These correspondences show how Yip’s
sons followed the advice (in a narrower sense, obeyed the orders) given by his father in
Vancouver. 25 Yip Sang is a Taishan native, he came to North America in 1864.
Seventeen years later he settled in Vancouver and became rich gradually. Yip came to
Canada in 1881 to work on the Cariboo goldfields. Unsuccessful there, he moved to
what would become Vancouver and sold coal door to door until he was employed by the
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) Supply Company on a construction gang. He
became the company’s bookkeeper, timekeeper, and paymaster, and eventually its
superintendent of Chinese labour. 26 In 1888 Yip founded the Wing Sang Company in
Vancouver. Like many Chinese firms at this time, Wing Sang engaged in a variety of
23
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enterprises. In addition to labour contracting, the company ran a trans-Pacific import
and export business, pioneering the export of salt fish to various points on the Pacific
rim, including Japan. It also played an important role in forwarding remittances from
workers to their families in China and serving as a contact point for correspondence. Yip
became the Chinese agent for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, supplying its
railway with construction labourers and its steamships with sailors and fresh produce.
By 1908 his company was one of the four largest Chinese companies in Vancouver, with
an annual revenue of $50,000 from its import-export business alone and real estate
holdings worth over $200,000. In 1891, Yip became a naturalized British subject. 27
Nevertheless, the success of Yip in business was closely related to the British firm CPR.
Similar to Sam Kee Company, Yip’s business scattered over import/export,
labour contracting, remittance, rentals and producing dry-salt fishes. He had been
once returned to Hong Kong and stayed there for a few years. He had been elected as
a director of the Tung Wah Hospital in Hong Kong. This puzzled me of the reasons
why he came to Hong Kong and took the appointment from Tung Wah? Is the alien
environment in Canada forced him to look for another home for settling? As it is
limited by the source materials, I cannot give an answer to this question. However, I
came across some correspondences between Yip and his son about accounts of
happenings in the Hong Kong business community. Obviously, Yip relied on his son
in obtaining information of the political and economical changes of China. Other than
routine business, the son regularly reported to his father of what he has observed in his
residing city of Hong Kong.
Family as a network
Yip Sang had four wives (Lee Shee, Dong Shee, Wong Shee, and Chin Shee)
and a total of twenty three children – nineteen sons and four daughters, spreading across
North America and China. Correspondences among the family members in different
areas of Canada and Asia are interesting.
Since Yip had been deeply involved in the remittance business for the Chinese
labourers, 28 I have read hundred of letters from his collection of materials, asking the
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addressees to send back money to cover family expenses. These letters are sent either
directly to the addressees or via friends/relatives/business partners/native
colleagues/remittance houses. Other issues dealt with in these letters are: urging the
addressees to come back home (for example, wives informed husbands of their life at
home and their longing for them to be home; elderly father insisted for the son to come
back and carry on their business at home; mother urged their son to come back home to
get married; parents reminding their sons to be always hardworking and thrifty and
never take gambling or other bad habits while away from home; inquiries about the
procedures to enter Vancouver; the possibility of borrowing money for starting business;
accounts of happenings in the China homeland such as war, famine, and roaring price of
food products; complaints from senior family members of the son for not sending
money home for months; enquiries of those from Chinese communities in other parts of
Canada about job opportunity in Vancouver; explanations of being unable to send out
money as requested; notices of the repayment of money borrowed, etc. The one
impressed me most is a letter wrote by Yip Sang to teach his son how to cultivate
friendship with the businessmen in Hong Kong. It shows on one hand how the
father/son team worked effectively, and on the other the out posting son is controlled by
the family at Vancouver.
Concluding remarks:
The term “entrepreneurship” can generally be interpreted as profit-making, risk
taking and making innovational changes, as elaborated in a model devised by Joseph
Schumpeter. 29 However, if we looked at the cases of Cantonese merchants (including
their wives and sons) who did the networking in Hong Kong, China, Southeast Asia,
North America, and elsewhere in the world, we can also say they are all entrepreneurial,
not just confined to the family head. The phenomenon of liangtou jia was commonly
happened among the wealthy Cantonese families in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Family with multiple households, creates more networks and
household master (usually of secondary wives and sons) will have learnt how to
maintain the so-called family networks, in order to keep close relationship with the
patriarch, the core of power of he family. This tradition of liangtou jia has been
maintained even in today. According to a recent research conducted by the Guangzhou
municipal government, 15.25% of the Guangdong families have relatives living in
29
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abroad due to the impact of emigration. 30 How Cantonese used and maintained their
family networks, would be an interesting topic. The impact of emigration is eminent
to many Cantonese families, they maintained networks with their home town on one
hand and among their multiple homes on the other, with the city of Hong Kong or
Guangzhou served as intermediaries of these networks. 31
Cantonese are not difficult to work with the British colonial powers, in reverse,
they tended to associate with them. Chang Toy and Yip Sang had both been served as
the agent of the British firms. Chang was the agent of The Blue Funnel Steamship
Line and Yip for the Canadian Pacific Railway and Canadian Pacific Steamship. Yip
became naturalized in 1891. Perhaps they felt more easy to work under the British
sphere of influence in Asia and North America. However, we should not overlook the
concubines and the sons of the merchant families, also take advantage from the
protection of the British laws, to assure their right of succession of wealth.
This paper, is however, unfinished, I should add more on two parts: first, on
Yip Sang family itself, to enforce what I have tried to illustrate ‘family as a network;’
second, the relations between Yip Sang and his business partners in Hong Kong like
Sam Wo Hing and Sam Wo Lung, for their business operation lasted until 1950s and
1960s respectively.
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Chinese Glossary:

Aw Boon Haw

胡文虎

Chan Kin Tong

陳健堂

Chan Mui

陳梅

Chan Wing

陳永

Chang Toy

陳才

Chang Yat Jun

陳日進

Chang Yat Leong

陳日亮

Chee Wor Lok

朱和樂

Chin Shee

陳氏

Choo Eng Choon

朱永春

Dong Shee

鄧氏

Eu Tong Sen

余東璇

Guang Yangxing

廣陽興

Khaw Sim Bee

許心美

Lee Chak

李澤

Leong Lok Hing

梁樂卿

liangtou jia

兩頭家

Loke Yew

陸佑

Rongan

榮安

Sam Kee Company

三記號

Sam Wo Hing

三和興

Sam Wo Lung

三和隆

Sanyi

三邑

sheng gang ao

省港澳

Siyi

四邑

Tan Kah Kee

陳嘉庚

Yangxing

陽興

Yip Sang

葉生
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Figure 1: Letter to Yip Sang I

Figure 2: Letter to Yip Sang II
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Figure 3: Letter from Hong Kong firm Sanhexing
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